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Abstract: In wireless network, several nodes try to communicate with each other by interchanging information between them. These
wireless networks are highly subject to intrusion from unauthorized attackers. There are many intrusion detection systems to find the
intrusion in these kinds of networks which have been proposed and implemented successfully. Yet there has been minimum amount of
interest in developing an architecture which is relieved from intrusions, instead of just detecting them. In the previous works, we have
constructed architecture for an intrusion relieved wireless network based on trust level of every node in the network and it has
performed well too. The performance level of this intrusion relieved architecture could be boosted by using a hybrid technique to detect
intrusion. In this paper, a hybrid technique comprising modified RotBoost algorithm, AdaBoost algorithm and Artificial Bee Colony
(ABC) optimization algorithm to estimate the trust level of every node in upcoming instants is proposed. In this proposed hybrid
technique, the ABC algorithm and the modified RotBoost learning algorithm [22] are executed in parallel manner. The modified
RotBoost learning algorithm is used to find the fitness value of the predefined node which is used to compare with the node’s fitness
from the employee bee phase of ABC algorithm. This comparison process takes place in the onlooker bee phase of ABC algorithm. At
last in the scout bee phase in ABC is used to find the trusted node to check the intrusion. As per the information obtained from the scout
bee phase the intrusion detector detects the intrusion free path. ABC is a naturally inspired optimization algorithm based on the
behavior of honey-bee swarms and it is easy to implement. This hybrid technique comprising AdaBoost in ABC could detect the
intruding nodes more effectively without making any adverse change to computation time of the existing architecture.
Keywords: Intrusion detection, Optimization, AdaBoost technique, Artificial Bee Colony (ABC)

1. Introduction
In an ad hoc network, a group of nodes combine together to
form a dynamic network temporarily without the support of
any centralized fixed infrastructure. Ad hoc network is selforganized and adaptive in nature. Need for security in
networks are becoming more important, since the
information being stored or transferred through network are
highly confidential and also due to the increase of security
threats in internet and ad hoc networks [1]. Developing a
flexible and adaptive security measure to ensure the safety
of ad hoc network against several types of attacks is a
challenging issue [2] and also the effect of cyber-attacks has
led to the need for development of effective intrusion
detection systems [3]. The concept of intrusion detection
introduced by Anderson in 1980 [7], is defined as any set of
action that aims and tries to compromise the integrity,
confidentiality or availability of system resources [3, 4].
An information source is considered to decide upon whether
an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) should be either host or
network-based. A host-based IDS considers the activities of
process identifiers and system calls that are associated
mainly with operating system. Meanwhile, network
connected events like traffic volume; IP addresses, service
ports, protocol usage, etc are analyzed by network-based
IDS [6, 3, 2]. There are two approaches to intrusion
detection namely misuse detection model and anomaly
detection model as described in [5]. Misuse detection model
is used to detect definite intrusion patterns and usually
applied for detecting known attacks. The latter anomaly
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detection model is designed to detect the variation in the
pattern of operation or performance of system. This anomaly
detection system is able to detect both known and unknown
attacks. Intrusion detection systems performance is
improved by applying many data mining approaches like
clustering and discovering association rules [8].
Applying these data mining techniques in intrusion detection
system allows detecting new attacks on network and hence it
could be prevented on network. It has been our aim to build
up a data mining-based IDS that is competent of
outperforming signature-based systems at the tolerated false
positive rate detects new attacks and prevents the attack on
network. Better the efficiency of collaboration between
member IDS, higher the accuracy of detecting an intrusion
within a network of intrusion detection systems.

2. Related Works
Jeya Mala and V. Mohan [9] proposed a new, nonpheromone-based test suite optimization approach inspired
by the behaviour of biological bees. Their approach is based
on ABC (Artificial Bee Colony Optimization) which is
motivated by the intelligent behaviour of honey bees. In
their system, the sites are the nodes in the Software under
Test (SUT), the artificial bees modify the test cases with
time and the aim is to discover the places of nodes with
higher coverage and finally the one with the highest usage
by the given test case. Yan Zhu et al. [10] have developed a
new BP neural network based on artificial bee colony
algorithm and particle swarm optimization algorithm to
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optimize the weight and threshold value of BP neural
network. After network traffic prediction experiment, they
have concluded that optimized BP network traffic prediction
based on PSO-ABC has higher prediction accuracy and has
stable prediction performance.
Marghny H. Mohamed et al. [11] have addressed the
problem of routing in mobile ad hoc network under ad hoc
network characteristics. They have focused on the
topological shape effects and transmission range effects on
reactive routing ad hoc network algorithms. They have
concentrated on two parameter hop count and path distance
with some ad hoc network characteristics. Characteristics
like topology changes, average number of neighbour nodes,
number of nodes and transmission range are taken into
consideration. Different topologies are compared like circle,
square and rectangle.
A soft Computing technique such as Self organizing map for
detecting the intrusion in network intrusion detection has
been proposed by Singh et al. [12]. Troubles with k-mean
clustering were tough cluster to class assignment, class
dominance, and null class problems. The network traffic
datasets given by the NSL-KDD Data set in intrusion
detection system which demonstrates the possibility and
promised of unverified wisdom methods for network
intrusion detection. Fuzzy logic-based system for efficiently
identifying the intrusion activities inside a network has been
designed by Shanmugavadivu et al. [13]. As the rule base
contains an improved set of rules, the planned fuzzy logicbased system can be able to detect an intrusion performance
of the networks. At this point, they have used programmed
strategy for generation of fuzzy rules, which were obtained
from the definite rules using common items. With the KDD
Cup 99 intrusion detection dataset, the experiments and
evaluations of the proposed intrusion detection system were
performed. The proposed system achieved elevated accuracy
in identifying whether the records were standard or attack
one is shown clearly by the experimental results.
Bama et al. [14] have described a system that was capable to
detect the network intrusion using clustering concept. This
unsupervised clustering technique for intrusion detection
was used to group behaviors together depending on their
similarity and to detect the different behaviors which were
then grouped as outliers. Apparently, these outliers were
attacks or intrusion attempts. That proposed method which
uses data mining technique reduced the false alarm rate and
improves the security.
The classification techniques proposed by Nadiammai et al.
[15] were used to forecast the harshness of attacks over the
network. A comparison is done with zero R classifier,
Decision table classifier & Random Forest classifier with
KDDCUP 99 databases from MIT Lincoln Laboratory.
Compared to conventional intrusion detection systems,
intrusion detection systems based on data mining were
usually more accurate and need less labor-intensive and
input from human experts.

3. Proposed Intrusion and Intrusion Free Path
Detection Technique
This paper describes an intrusion detection technique by
enhancing the intrusion and intrusion free path detection
architecture proposed in our previous works [21, 22]. In the
previous papers, modifications were made in both physical
layer (layer 1) and property layer (layer 2) of the
architecture. In physical layer, modifications were made to
the RotBoost intelligence and in the physical layer a new
heuristic path identifier was introduced. In this paper, as an
enhancement measure is obtained by the combination of
Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm along with the
RotBoost learning algorithm. The hybrid algorithm
combines a nature-inspired heuristic algorithm, Artificial
Bee Colony (ABC) and AdaBoost algorithm for learning.
This hybrid technique is included in the property layer of
intrusion detection architecture. This improved architecture
for intrusion detection with hybrid optimized intelligence is
given in Fig 1.
3.1 Proposed Hybrid Learning Algorithm
In this paper, a hybrid algorithm has been proposed for
improving the performance of physical layer in the intrusion
detection architecture. The hybrid technique consists of
Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm, modified RotBoost
algorithm and AdaBoost algorithm for learning the trust
level of every node.
3.2 Hybrid Optimization Algorithm
The hybrid optimized intelligence used in this proposed
intrusion and intrusion free path detection architecture is a
combination of both Artificial Bee Colony algorithm and
AdaBoost algorithm. This technique extracts a higher level
of optimization by including the AdaBoost algorithm to
perform the functionality of bee in ABC algorithm. As
described by the ABC algorithm, the scout bee is responsible
for selecting and abandoning food sources from the initial
population based on probability values generated by
employed bee and onlooker bee. Once when a food source is
being abandoned by an employed bee, the scout bee replaces
the abandoned food source with a new food source in initial
population.
In this hybrid technique, the ABC algorithm and the
modified RotBoost learning algorithm are executed in a
parallel manner. The modified RotBoost learning algorithm
is used to find the fitness value of the predefined node. The
classifier value of modified RotBoost learning algorithm is
the largest number of votes. The weighted majority voting is
the fitness by modified RotBoost learning algorithm. This
fitness value is used for comparison with the fitness value
found from ABC algorithm in collaboration with AdaBoost
algorithm for the same node. The initial population for ABC
algorithm is the randomly generated population for the
chosen node and its fitness is found by the employee bee
phase of ABC algorithm.
A comparison process takes place in the onlooker bee phase
of ABC algorithm. The scout bee phase in ABC is used to
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check whether the fitness value obtained is an optimized one
or not. When there is no improvement in obtaining
maximum fitness by ABC algorithm, then the scout bee
replaces the initial randomly generated population with a
new population. When the termination criteria are satisfied,
it then sends the estimated trust value of node which is
nothing but the optimized maximum fitness value.

The maximum fitness value may be either by ABC
algorithm or by modified RotBoost learning algorithm is
passed on to intrusion detector. Intrusion detector further
checks for intrusion using this value and trust value from the
trust level monitor in the node. As per the information
obtained from the scout bee phase the intrusion detector
detects the intrusion free path. The flow chart of the
modified RotBoost learning algorithm is explained in Figure
2.
The step by step procedure involved in this hybrid
optimization learning algorithm is explained below.
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Figure 1: Improved architectural view of intrusion and intrusion free path detection
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j1 ∈ (1, D) , ‘D’ is the
dimension of the problem, and xi ≠ x k , the ‘ x i ’ and ‘ xk ’

population. Then φ ∈ (− 1,1) and

are different solution from current population.
The nectar value for all food sources is evaluated by the
employee bee. The randomly generated population is a set of
array containing the node information. Then the error value
is obtained for the source using equation (2).

ε = ∑ I (Cta ( xi ) ≠ yi )vij
N

(2)



i =1

where, ‘ I (• ) ’ is an indicator function takes 1 or 0 if the
classifier ‘ C ’ correctly classifies or not, respectively and ‘

yi ’ is the target output of ‘ i th ’ data. The derivative weight
matrix ‘ D ’ is determined by the expression given below.
Then the fitness values ‘ fiti ’ for the source is found using
the error value ‘ ε ’. The fitness ‘ fiti ’is found out using
equation (3).

 1
if ε ≥ 0

fiti = 1 + ε
1 + abs(ε ) if ε < 0

(3)



The maximum fitness value is considered as the best quality
of food source.
Step 2: Modified RotBoost learning algorithm phase
The process involved in this phase is same as the learning
algorithm used in our previous work [22]. The weight
distribution matrix ‘ w ’ is initialized by the arbitrary
process and is given by equation (4).

w j ∈ N (µ, σ ) : w j ∈[ xmin , xmax ] 

(4)

where, ‘ N (µ , σ ) ’ is a random variable that follows
Gaussian distribution function with µ = 0 and σ = 1
(generally). The initialized weights ‘ w ’ generate as
follows.

w = [ w0 j w1 j  wNj ]T 

(5)

where, ‘ N ’ is the volume of the training to be used for
learning and • T is the matrix transpose. Based on the

[]

variable length ‘
Figure 2: Flowchart of hybrid algorithm
Step 1: Employee Bee Phase
The employee bees or the worker bees are used for the
searching of new food source ‘ v i , j ’. The new food sources ‘

source ‘ v i , j ’ is found by using equation (1) below.

 xi , j + Φ i , j ( xi , j − x k , j ) , if j = j1
 (1)
vi , j = 
Otherwise
 xi , j
where, ‘ v i , j ’, ‘ x i , j ’ and ‘ x k , j ’ denote the jth element of ‘

vi ’, ‘ xi ’ and ‘ xk ’ respectively. K, j are random selected

index which represents the particular solution from the
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N ’ the arbitrary initialization of weights

accelerates diverse search whereas the initialization in
conventional learning [20] starts the learning from a
constant. The error deviation of the initialized weight ‘ w ’ is
determined by using equation (6).

ε = ∑ I (C ta ( x i ) ≠ y i )wij
N

v i , j ’ having more nectar within the neighborhood of the
food source ‘ xi , j ’ in their memory [17,18]. The new food

1

(6)



i =1

where, ‘ I (• ) ’ is an indicator function takes 1 or 0 if the

classifier ‘ C ’ correctly classifies or not, respectively and ‘

yi ’ is the target output of ‘ i th ’ data. The derivative weight
matrix ‘ D ’ is determined by the expression given below.
e.γ .x
(7)
D = f (e, γ , x, u ) =
+w 
z

where, ‘

γ

’ is the accelerating parameter and ‘z’ is the

controlling parameter such that γ , z ∈ [ 0,1] . Rotation
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∑

( ( ) )

∑

( ( ) )

bee phase and the classifier value ‘C’ of modified RotBoost
learning algorithm phase. That is the values obtained in the
step1 and step2 are compared in this phase.
Step 4: Scout Bee Phase
The scout bees are unemployed bees that choose their food
source randomly. Employed bees, whose solutions cannot be
improved through a predetermined number of trials or limit
become scouts and the solutions, are abandoned. Then the
new solutions are searched randomly by the converted scout
bees.
Step 5: Termination Criteria
The maximum numbers of nodes to optimize are considered
as termination criterion. If the process meets these criteria it
is terminated else next iteration is started with step 1.
3.3. Heuristic Path Identifier

The physical layer of this intrusion detection architecture
consists of a heuristic path identifier as defined in [22]. In
this, the proposed hybrid optimized algorithm and path
identifier are included in the intrusion detection architecture.
The hybrid optimized techniques values and the trust level
monitors values are used for detecting intrusion in the
architecture by deriving a combined intrusion parameter. If
this parameter value exceeds a particular threshold value,
then the node is detected as intruded and feedback is sent
heuristic path identifier. Then the intruded node is replaced
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4. Simulation Result
This proposed intrusion detection architecture using the
hybrid optimized intelligence in implemented in JAVA.
Packet dropping attack is generated and applied on the
simulated network in order to evaluate the performance of
the proposed network. In this experimental study, the
performance of proposed technique is analyzed by varying
the number of nodes in and the intrusion detection rate is
compared with the performance of existing architecture. The
performance of proposed technique is analyzed in terms of
Sensitivity and Specificity. These values are among the
terms True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False
Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN). The graphical
representations of Sensitivity, Specificity, FPR, Accuracy,
PPV, NPV, FDR and MCC are classified under different
dataset values. Further the computational time for proposed
intrusion detection environment is compared with
computation time of existing technique by varying the
number of nodes in network environment. The graphical
representation for the performance parameter like
Sensitivity, Specificity, FPR, Accuracy, PPV, NPV, FDR
and MCC is shown in the figure 3 to 10. These show the
comparison of all the parameter of our proposed method
with the existing method.

Sensitivity
Sensitivity ( in %)

If e1 < e 2 , and also error ‘ e1 ’ is tolerable then terminate
the process and return the classifier C, as given in the
equation (8). When ‘ e2 ’ is tolerable, classifier C is found
out by using equation (9). Otherwise, find the new derivative
weight matrix ‘D’ by equation (7) and repeat the process.
T
C = a rg max I Ct xDta = y  (8)
y
t =1
T
C = a rg max I Ct xRta = y  (9)
y
t =1
Based on the learning algorithm, the RotB
Boost intelligence is
trained and the exploited in the property layer of the
intrusion detection architecture [22]. The outcome of this
phase is the value of ‘C’ which is nothing but the classifier
value.
Step 3: Onlooker Bee Phase
Unemployed bees consist of two groups of bees: onlooker
bees and scouts [19]. Employed bees share their food source
information with onlooker bees waiting in the hive and then
onlooker bees probabilistically choose their food sources
depending on this information. In ABC, an onlooker bee
chooses a food source depending on the probability values
calculated using the fitness values provided by employed
bees. For this purpose, a fitness based selection technique
can be used, such as the roulette wheel selection method as
per the basic ABC algorithm.
In our proposed method we utilize this phase for the
comparison of the fitness value ‘ fiti ’ from the employed

and new path identification process is initiated by hybrid
optimized algorithm.
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Figure 3: Graphical Representation of Sensitivity for
Existing and Proposed techniques
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matrix ‘R’ is determined as done in [16, 20]. Then the error
for the matrix D and R are find out and which is denoted as
e1 and e2 respectively.
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Figure 4: Graphical Representation of Specificity for
Existing and Proposed techniques
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Figure 10: Graphical Representation of MCC for Existing
and Proposed techniques
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accuracy of the hybrid intelligence architecture is almost
1.06%, 1.01%, 4.3%, 3.03% and 4.41% higher than the
modified RotBoost intelligence architecture.

Figure 11: Comparison of computational time for Existing
and Proposed techniques

Figure 12: Convergence chart comparison of proposed and
existing method
Overall, by analyzing the experimental results of existing
architecture and proposed architecture, the latter technique
using hybrid optimized learning algorithm outperforms
existing technique in most of the occasions.
5. Discussion
Figure 3 shown above is the sensitivity measure comparison
of the two methods. From the graph it is clear that the hybrid
algorithm has the higher sensitivity rate than the MRB
learning algorithm. Hybrid algorithm has the sensitivity rate
of 98.1%, 98.5%, 98.9%, 99% and 99.2% for the number of
nodes 100 to 500 respectively, which is 4.5% higher, 4.7%
higher, 4.9% higher, 4% higher and 3.3% higher than the
modified RotBoost learning algorithm. Thus the overall
sensitivity of the hybrid method is high.
Figure 4 shown above is the specificity rate of both the
algorithms. From this chart the specificity of the hybrid
algorithm is 98.15%, 95%, 93%, 88.3% and 86% for 100 to
500 nodes respectively. This is 0.65% lesser, 0.15% higher,
4.5% higher, 3.3% higher and 5.5% higher respectively than
the modified RotBoost learning algorithm.
Figure 5 illustrates the intrusion detection ability rate of
hybrid optimized intelligence architecture and modified
RotBoost intelligence architecture. The observed result
shows that, increasing the number of nodes leads to degrade
the intrusion detection rate of both the architectures.
However, the new hybrid intelligence architecture is better
when compared to modified RotBoost intelligence
architecture. When determining the detection rate for 100,
200, 300, 400 and 500 nodes network, the hybrid
intelligence architecture accomplishes higher percentage
than the modified RotBoost intelligence architecture. The
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The False positive rate comparison chart is shown in Figure
6. The false positive rate of the hybrid optimized algorithm
is 1.8% for 100 nodes, 6% for 200 nodes, 8% for 300 nodes,
11.7% for 400 nodes and 14% for 500 nodes. This is 0.006%
higher in 100 nodes, 0.01% higher in 200 nodes, 0.035%
lesser in 300 nodes, 0.0255% lesser in 400 nodes and
0.055% lesser in 500 nodes than the modified RotBoost
learning algorithm. Thus in overall there is no big variation
in false positive rate for both the algorithms.
The positive predictive value comparison chart is shown in
Figure 7. The PPV of the hybrid optimized algorithm is
96.36% for 100 nodes, 89% for 200 nodes, 87% for 300
nodes, 80.8% for 400 nodes and 77.9% for 500 nodes. That
is 0.114% lesser in 100 nodes, 0.011% lesser in 200 nodes,
0.067% higher in 300 nodes, 0.039% higher in 400 nodes
and 0.0682% higher in 500 nodes than the modified
RotBoost learning method. Over all there is an increase in
positive predictive value by hybrid algorithm.
Negative predictive value comparison chart is shown in the
above Figure 8. The NPV value for the hybrid optimized
algorithm is 99.04% for 100 nodes, 99.02% for 200 nodes,
99.4% for 300 nodes, 99.46%for 400 nodes and 99.54% for
500 nodes. This is 0.218%, 0.023%, 0.024%, 0.023% and
0.015% higher for the nodes from 100 to 500 than the
modified RotBoost algorithm. Over all there is an increase in
negative predictive value by hybrid algorithm.
Comparison of false discovery rate by both the algorithms is
illustrated in Figure 9. The FDR value for the hybrid
optimized algorithm is 3% for 100 nodes, 11% for 200
nodes, 13.16% for 300 nodes, 19.11% for 400 nodes and
22.01% for 500 nodes, which is 0.5% higher in 100 nodes,
1.11% higher in 200 nodes, 6.49% lesser in 300 nodes,
3.56% lesser in 400 nodes and 6.91% lesser in 500 nodes
than the modified RotBoost learning algorithm. Thus the
overall false discovery rate of hybrid learning algorithm is
lower than the modified RotBoost learning algorithm.
Comparison of both the algorithms using Matthews’s
correlation coeﬃcient is illustrated in Figure 10. The
coefficient value using hybrid optimized algorithm is 0.95
for 100 nodes, 0.90 for 200 nodes, 0.88 for 300 nodes, 0.83
for 400 nodes and 0.81 for 500 nodes. That is 2.41%, 2.51%,
8.46%, 5.81% and 8.22% higher than the modified RotBoost
learning algorithm. It means the prediction rate is higher in
hybrid method.
The computation time comparison for the two learning
algorithms is shown in Figure 11. From the graph it is clear
that the time consumed by hybrid optimized algorithm is
less when compared with the modified RotBoost learning
algorithm.
Figure 12 shows the convergence chart of hybrid optimized
algorithm. The acceptable and the high fitness value are
attained in the minimum number of iterations in the hybrid
learning algorithm. The convergence is attained only after
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49 and 78th iterations in hybrid and modified RotBoost
learning algorithm. The convergence of hybrid learning
algorithm is so better than that of the modified RotBoost
learning algorithm.
By analyzing the experimental results of both the
architectures, the performance of hybrid technique is better
than modified RotBoost learning algorithm in terms of
accuracy, computation time and convergence. Moreover the
prediction rate by hybrid technique is high when compared
with modified RotBoost intelligence architecture. Therefore,
it can be concluded that the hybrid intelligence architecture
guarantees global optimum and is successful when
compared with the existing architecture.

5. Conclusion
This paper proposed a hybrid optimized algorithm for
intrusion detection in wireless networks by replacing the
existing RotBoost intelligence [22]. The proposed technique
was intended to enhance the intrusion detection rate of the
intrusion detection architecture without affecting the
computation time using a heuristic algorithm. For this
purpose a hybrid optimized algorithm comprising ABC
optimization algorithm and AdaBoost learning algorithm
was developed. In PI module of the intrusion detection
architecture, a heuristic path identifier as used in [22] is
used. The proposed intrusion detection architecture was
subjected to experiments under different environments by
varying the number nodes in intrusion detection architecture.
The architecture was compared with the existing architecture
and it has outperformed the existing architecture by means
of intrusion detection rate and at the same time without
compromising computation time. This proposed hybrid
optimized algorithm for intrusion detection in wireless
networks is for finding the best shortest path especially to
avoid any malicious node in the communication path. In
future the same architecture can be implemented and tested
using different optimization algorithm to construct intrusion
relieved communication path.
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